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Our Mission
Mobilizing the people of Santa Clara County to protect their homes, communities and environment from wildfires.
President’sMessage
2019 DON’T PANIC
As we go to print on our 2019 Annual Report, we are standing at the shoreline staring down the second big wave of a worldwide pandemic. So much about our world and how we do business has changed
that it almost seems pointless to reflect on “before times.” But 2019 was a remarkable year for the Santa Clara County Firesafe Council and worth our reflection. Following a devastating fire season
throughout California in 2018, Sacramento’s attention shifted to wildfire preparation and we became the stewards of a multi-million-dollar contract with CalFire. When the contract was signed, we hit the ground
running, under the model of CalFire’s Incident Command System(ICS). There was no need to panic. We were able to rely on a proven, structured ICS where good communication became the norm and focus
was on the task at hand. With the help of old and new partners, we successfully completed the largest project in the history of our organization. The complexity of the project compelled us to make some
beneficial organizational changes including expanded mapping and public information capabilities, more robust financial planning, and a new planning division. The project emphasized the importance of
collaboration and public involvement in the success of our mission.
Looking back, 2019 was the greatest preparation we could have for the challenges we are facing in 2020 and beyond. Looking forward, we are ready... To Be Continued
Dede Smullen
President, Santa Clara County Firesafe Council

Community Outreach & Education Program

Hazardous Fuel Reduction Program

Planning Program

This program serves the public both at the
individual resident level and the neighborhood
and community level. Our COE program
provides information on defensible space,
evacuation planning, home ignition risk,
Firewise and more.

We reduce hazardous fuels to lower wildfire
risks through five projects: Defensible Space
Chipping, Special Needs Assistance (SNAP),
Neighborhood Fuel Reduction, Roadside
Escape Routes, and Landscape-Scale Fuel
Breaks.

With the growth of our HFR Program,
collaborating large scale projects has become
an imperative and successful role.

Mobilization cannot occur without information
and a plan.

The Planning program serves to scope work,
prepare proper budgets and timelines, process
permits and contracts and keep the field work
in compliance with regulations.

lmpactAt a
Glance
Our mission is to mobilize the people of Santa Clara County to prepare their
property in order to mitigate the potential for destruction from wildfire. We
are mobilizing our community to protect their environment through
education and hazardous fuel reduction.

41 Wildfire Safety Education presentations and workshops
given in 2019.

Met our goal of 5 new Firewise neighborhoods by supporting
neighborhoods that wanted to become FirewiseUSA recognized.
The program teaches communities how to adapt to living with
wildfire and encourages neighbors to take action to prevent losses.

Almost 9 miles of escape route clearing and 20+ acres of fuel
reduction completed.

Estimated $213.6M worth of property value protected along
shaded fuel break and escape routes

Community Outreach
and Education
Program
Engaging the residents in hands
on workshops where knowledge
and neighborhood collaboration
g ro w.

COE Success: Firewise
Communities,
Volunteer Program
and more…
Outreach and Education …
•

We reached our Firewise goal of five new communities in
2019! The SCCFSC Firewise support program was
introduced at the March Board meeting as a concept. Nine
months later it was in full swing, not only reaching our 2019
goal, but having a dedicated volunteer Firewise leader,
liaison relationships with partners in SCC Fire Dept and
CALFIRE, an online leadership forum and 8 communities in
progress for 2020.

•

2019 also saw the roll out of our volunteer program. We
developed a volunteer handbook, trained 6 volunteers and
received hundreds of hours valued at thousands of dollars.
Efforts ranging from graphic design contributing to our new
website to community education to legal advice. This year
this program supported our grant matching obligations,
outreach in communities, expanded education offerings,
positions on the BOD and committees and kept our
contracts and risk management up to par with reviews by
our attorney.

Hazardous Fuel
Reduction Programs
We managed wildfire risk
mitigation projects to reduce
the amount of dead and
overgrown vegetation around
homes and roads in order to
protect critical infrastructure,
businesses, communities, and
residences.

HFR Success Story
Page Mill Road Escape Route
The section of Page Mill Road that was treated runs from
the Palo Alto city limit, below Foothills Park Gate 1, to the
Santa Clara County line near Los Trancos Open Preserve
(total of 7.3 linear miles) The goal for this project was to
mow grasses and weeds within the road right-of-way or up
to the nearest fence line and to reduce woody vegetation
along and above the road. This effort was intended to
reduce the roadside wildfire ignition risk and improve the
escape route egress.
This is the first time the Firesafe Council has done tree
work along Page Mill Road for escape route clearance. The
canopy over the road had become extremely low and
truck damage to trees was visible in many areas. Not only
did we raise the canopy over the road, but we also pushed
the woody vegetation 5 to 20 feet beyond the fog line as
possible and practical.

State Route Highway 17

Major Projects with
Large Collaborations

In 2019 Governor Newsom identified 35 areas of California most
vulnerable to wildfire, which included a 6.5 mile stretch of SR-17
(Highway 17), a major evacuation route for thousands of homes in the
Santa Cruz Mountains. Managed by the Santa Clara FireSafe Council,
CAL FIRE, and Caltrans, the SR-17 Shaded Fuel Break Project is a
collaborative effort by multiple agencies that will help keep the highway
accessible during a wildfire. In addition to protecting critical
infrastructure including power transmission, distribution lines and water
treatment facilities, the project protects valuable wildlife habitats.

The roadside car fire that was not a wildfire…

Observe how the grass and lower brush is removed from the edge of the
turn out and the trees are limbed up to where the flames height doesn’t
reach them? This is a smashing success-the forest fire that wasn’t!

Planning Program

In 2019, our dedicated Planning
Program began…
As SCCFSC continues to grow in project
management and cross agency
collaboration, we needed dedicated
time and expertise in the planning
phases preceding field work. Pre-field
work planning had outgrown inclusion
in small project management. This
program includes, inter-agency liaison
and collaboration, permitting,
contracts, environmental compliance
documents and budget projections.

Income 2019

Expenses 2019

Board of Directors
Deidre Smullen – President
1st

Jim Wollbrinck – Vice President
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Our Partners

Staff Leadership
•
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•
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*2020

•
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•
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•
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Contact Us
Santa Clara County
FireSafe Council
14380 Saratoga Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070-5953
(408) 975-9591

info@sccfiresafe.org

Stay Connected

